
Lunar soils in 
permanently dark 
regions near the
pole contain 
hydrogen and may 
contain water ice.

Robots mine lunar
soil to extract oxygen, 
titanium, aluminum, 
and other elements 
used for buildings
and life support.

Solar panels on 
robots, transports, 
and outposts 
provide power.

WHYHY G GO O To o THEHE M MOONOON?

Explore! To the Moon and Beyond with the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter —
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/explore/LRO/

Lunar Camp Teacher Resources — 
http://lunar-camp.com/resources/index.html

Return to the Moon —
http://www.challenger.org/teachers/lessons/returnmoon.cfm

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/exploration/main/index.html 

http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/esmd/home/index.html

http://moon.msfc.nasa.gov/

http://www.planet-llc.com/pages/store/simulant.htm

http://www.patrawlings.com/default.cfm

There are almost as many answers to this question as there are craters on the Moon — depending on your 
interests! The Moon formed from Earth, and holds a record of Earth’s early history — a record that has been 
erased on Earth by restless geologic processes. The Moon will provide scientists with new views of early Earth, 
how the Earth-Moon system and the solar system formed and evolved, and the role of asteroid impacts in 
influencing Earth’s history — and possibly future!

The Moon presents numerous exciting engineering challenges. It is an excellent place to test technologies, flight 
capabilities, life support systems, and exploration techniques to reduce the risks and increase the productivity of 
future missions. Our journey will provide us with the first experience of living and working on another world, 
allowing us to test advanced materials and equipment in the temperature and radiation extremes of space. We will 
learn how to best employ robots to support human tasks, explore remote locations, and gather information in 
potentially hazardous regions. By successfully establishing a presence on the Moon, we will enhance life on Earth 
and prepare to explore the rest of our solar system — and beyond!

Keeping astronauts healthy in a lower-gravity and higher-radiation environment than Earth is an important 
challenge for medical researchers. The potential benefits to all humans are tremendous in terms of prevention 
and treatment of bone and muscle loss and some cancers. Other advances in medicine will follow! Exploration of 
the Moon also creates new business opportunities for technological innovations and applications and utilization 
of new resources. Finally, establishing outposts on the Moon enables adventurers and explorers to extend 
exploration and settlement to planets and moons beyond Earth. There is an entire universe of unknowns waiting 
for us to investigate!
 

Why do YOU think we should journey to the Moon and beyond?Why do YOU think we should journey to the Moon and beyond?

Exploration of the Moon is a global undertaking. It offers a shared challenge that requires investment by many 
nations. Success in our journey to the Moon and beyond requires the preparation and involvement of planetary 
scientists, engineers, medical researchers, physicists, chemists, mathematicians, mechanics, materials scientists, 
architects, doctors, communications and safety specialists, computer programmers, and many others.
 

BE PART OF THE JOURNEY!BE PART OF THE JOURNEY!

What do you do?     

How did you get to be doing what you are doing?     

What is the greatest engineering challenge about putting an outpost on the Moon?     — —

Why should we return to the Moon?

If someone wants to be an engineer, what should they do?     

http://learners.gsfc.nasa.gov/mediaviewer/LRO/

CHALLENGES TO LUNAR EXPLORERS

LUNAR RESOURCES

TRY THIS — What’s Needed

MEET A MISSION ENGINEER — Ms. Cathy Peddie,
                                                             NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

FURTHER EXPLORATION MORE CLASSROOM RESOURCES

ONLINE DISCOVERY

CREATE A LUNAR OUTPOST

front sixth- to ninth-grade students
back educators

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/moon_poster.shtml

 

ABOUT THIS POSTER

       What buildings are needed for the astronauts?          How does the habitat get power?          What science occurs at the outpost?

              How do the astronauts arrive at the outpost?          How do they move across the lunar surface? 

      How are the astronauts protected from radiation and temperature extremes? 

              Where is equipment maintained and stored?        

      How is air generated for the astronauts to breathe?          

              Where do they get their food? 

      Where do the astronauts get medical treatment?

              How do they communicate with each other and Earth? 

      What do the astronauts do for exercise, relaxation, and fun? 

             What kind of jobs will people need to do at the outpost?

Water Ice, Maybe.   Hydrogen, Yes!

Regolith Revisited

Got Sun?

Other Energy Sources

What’s for Dinner?

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Picture It

Home on the Moon:  Living on a Space Frontier

Return to the Moon

ADDITIONAL READING

Ice at the Poles!
Students explore why the lunar poles 
may contain concentrations of ice.

Getting Started

What to Do
 

  What do the students observe about the shadows cast by the toothpicks?

  Are there any areas on the lunar surface that are shielded permanently from the Sun?

When they illuminate their clay Moon as they did earlier, what do they observe about the light in the cratered regions?

Wrapping Up
What do the student’s observations suggest about temperatures in these permanently shaded craters?

Comets are made, in part, of water ice; if comets delivered ice to the Moon, 
where might temperatures be permanently cold to preserve the ice?

Outposts are built 
partially under-
ground to protect 
astronauts from 
space radiation.


